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Past studies have shown that antecedent prominence affects the processing of a pronoun, but these studies
have used experimental methodologies that do not make it possible to determine at what stage(s) of
pronominal resolution these effects occur. We used the speed-accuracy tradeoff procedure to investigate
whether antecedent prominence affects the accuracy of antecedent retrieval, the speed of resolution, or
both. Consistent with previous results, we find that accuracy is higher when antecedents are prominent
than when they are not (cf. Foraker & McElree, 2007). However, in contrast to previous results, we also
find that prominence impacts the speed with which the pronominal dependency is resolved. We consider
the implications of our findings for various models of pronoun resolution and offer suggestions for how
to implement prominence-sensitive speed differences within a cue-based retrieval architecture.
Keywords: anaphora, prominence, speed–accuracy trade-off, memory retrieval, sentence processing

cesses related to resolution and semantic integration occur. There
is ample evidence that an antecedent NP’s agreement features
(e.g., number, gender) are used to retrieve it from memory (Arnold, Eisenband, Brown-Schmidt, & Trueswell 2000; Foraker &
McElree, 2007; Garnham, Oakhill, Ehrlich, & Carreiras, 1995;
Garrod & Terras, 2000; Sanford & Garrod, 2005; Sanford, Garrod,
Lucas, & Henderson, 1983; Stewart, Pickering, & Sanford, 2000).
However, it is less clear how other properties of the antecedent
influence resolution. For example, in a well-structured, coherent
discourse, pronouns are pragmatically constrained to refer back to
entities that the local discourse segment is perceived to be “about”
(Ariel, 1990; Gordon & Hendrick, 1997, 1998; Grosz, Joshi, &
Weinstein, 1995; Gundel, 1999). Although the terminology varies,
such NPs are consistently characterized as prominent in the sentence or discourse representation (Gerrig & McKoon, 1998; Gordon, Grosz, & Gilliom, 1993; Gordon & Hendrick, 1997, 1998;
Greene, McKoon, & Ratcliff, 1992; Grosz et al., 1995; Gundel,
1999; McKoon, Gerrig, & Greene, 1996). Our goal is to examine
how such prominence influences the resolution of pronominal
anaphors.
NPs that occupy salient positions in their local syntactic environments, such as the matrix subject position (as the bouquet does
in 1) are typically prominent (see, e.g., Gordon & Hendrick, 1998;
Grosz et al., 1995; Vallduví & Engdahl, 1996). Many researchers
have exploited this correlation between structural and discourse
prominence to investigate the effects of prominence on pronoun
resolution (for reviews, see Garnham, 2001; Garrod & Sanford,
1994). This work has shown that an antecedent’s syntactic position
influences the ease with which a pronoun is processed during
reading: Pronouns with prominent antecedents are read more
quickly than pronouns with antecedents that are less prominent
(e.g., Hudson, Tanenhaus, & Dell, 1986). However, although
prominent NPs enjoy an overall processing advantage as anteced-

Pronouns are anaphoric elements that often refer to entities
introduced in some previous context. For example, in order to
understand the short passages below, comprehenders are likely to
interpret the pronoun it as coreferent with the antecedent noun
phrase (NP) the bouquet.
1.

The bouquet was surprisingly fragrant. It smelled most of
peonies.

2.

The florist delivered the bouquet. The widow found it on
the doorstep.

Because of the distance between the anaphor and its referent in
these examples, it is commonly assumed that interpreting it first
requires retrieval of its antecedent from memory (e.g., McKoon &
Ratcliff, 1980; Sanford & Garrod, 1998, 2005), after which pro-
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ents for pronouns, the source of this advantage—and its relation to
retrieval—remains unclear. There are two aspects of antecedent
retrieval that could be affected by cognitive prominence (Foraker
& McElree, 2007). First, an NP’s prominence could affect its
availability, defined as the probability that the antecedent representation is accurately retrieved from memory. That is, prominent
NPs might be successfully retrieved more often than less prominent NPs. Second, prominence could affect an NP’s accessibility,
which relates to the speed with which the target antecedent is
identified and resolved. However, most previous research does not
clearly distinguish between these two factors. One primary contribution of the current work is to employ a method—the speed
accuracy tradeoff method—that enables potential effects of prominence on antecedent availability and accessibility to be examined
separately.
Most models of pronoun resolution are consistent with the idea
that prominence affects antecedent availability. However, there is
less agreement about the effect prominence may exert on accessibility. Prominence-insensitive models assert that NPs that agree
with a pronoun in features like number and gender should be
retrieved and interpreted equally quickly, irrespective of their
cognitive prominence (Foraker & McElree, 2007; Sanford & Garrod, 2005). Prominence-sensitive models, on the other hand, propose that prominent NPs should be considered more rapidly than
their nonprominent counterparts. Prominence-sensitive models
differ in the mechanisms by which the speed effect is achieved.
Under some models, prominent NPs occupy a distinct memory
store (attentional focus) that is consulted first during pronoun
resolution (Greene et al., 1992; Gundel, 1999; Rigalleau, Caplan,
& Baudiffier, 2004). Others propose that previously seen NPs are
stored in a list, with potential antecedents ranked according to
prominence, and retrieved in the order of their ranking (e.g.,
Gordon & Hendrick, 1997; Grosz et al., 1995). Finally, there are
also models that admit the possibility that prominence information
is used as a (highly weighted) retrieval cue alongside lexical
features like number and gender (Cunnings, Patterson, & Felser,
2014). Most importantly for the current study, all of the
prominence-sensitive implementations make the same prediction
regarding accessibility: prominent antecedents will be processed
more quickly than less prominent antecedents. This contrasts
sharply with prominence-insensitive models, which predict that
discourse factors like prominence should not impact processing
speed.
Most of the experimental paradigms used to investigate anaphor
resolution (e.g., probe verification, speeded grammaticality judgments, self-paced reading and eye tracking) cannot adjudicate
between prominence-insensitive and prominence-sensitive models
because they are unable to distinguish between effects of availability and accessibility. This is because dependent measures in
such paradigms are susceptible to participant-specific response
thresholds, such that any observed effects—faster reading times,
for example—may be attributed to changes in the speed of processing (accessibility), the accuracy of retrieval (availability), or
both (for extended consideration of this issue, see McElree &
Dosher, 1993). A paradigm that avoids this limitation is the speedaccuracy tradeoff (SAT) procedure, which provides orthogonal
indices of processing speed and response accuracy within a single
experimental task. It accomplishes this by modeling the full-time
course of processing—for example, from prior to the formation of

a syntactic dependency, through a period of retrieval, and continuing until well after dependency integration has occurred (e.g.,
Dosher, 1976; Reed, 1973; Wickelgren, 1977). This differs from
traditional techniques that collect a single response (e.g., reading/
reaction time [RT]) per trial per participant, in that the goal is to
derive robust models of individual performance based on a high
number of observations per participant. In the particular variant
used in our study, referred to as multiple-response SAT (MRSAT), 17 responses (each an acceptability judgment) are obtained
from each participant on each trial, providing fine-grained empirical support for modeling the shape of the entire response curve,
rather than a single response along an otherwise unspecified processing continuum. Critically, materials in SAT studies must be
designed so that all responses occur at the end of the sentence,
ensuring that participant judgments only reflect processes linked to
the critical retrieval. In this way, the retrieval event of interest is
isolated, and any dual processing that may arise due to comprehending language at the same time as making a response is
avoided. Moreover, unlike standard dual-task paradigms (e.g.,
complex span tasks), there is no task-switching involved to make
a judgment (apart from pressing a button while reading). Instead,
the secondary task of making a judgment is dependent on the
reading task, rather than standing in competition with it.
SAT modeling has been used to investigate a diverse array of
linguistic phenomena (for reviews, see Foraker & McElree, 2011;
McElree, 2015; McElree & Dyer, 2013), such as resolution of
noun-verb dependencies (Johns, Matsuki, & Van Dyke, 2015;
McElree, Foraker, & Dyer, 2003; Van Dyke & McElree, 2011),
comprehension of verb phrase ellipsis (Martin & McElree, 2008,
2009) and clausal ellipsis (Martin & McElree, 2011), figurative
and coerced expressions (McElree & Nordlie, 1999; McElree,
Pylkkänen, Pickering, & Traxler, 2006), scalar implicature (Bott,
Bailey, & Grodner, 2012), and syntactic reanalysis (Martin &
McElree, 2018).
Most relevant for the current project is a previous SAT investigation of pronoun resolution, the results of which were taken to
support models of pronoun resolution in which accessibility is not
influenced by antecedent prominence (Foraker & McElree, 2007).
This study capitalized on research showing that clefting increases
the syntactic prominence of an NP, ostensibly placing such entities
in discourse focus (Gundel, 1999; Gundel, Hedberg, & Zacharski,
1993). To test clefting’s effects on retrieval accuracy and processing speed, Foraker and McElree (Experiment 1) had participants
judge the acceptability of short passages like (3), in which the
second sentence contained a pronoun (it) that had its antecedent
(the lead paint) in a preceding sentence. The antecedent was either
clefted and therefore prominent (3a), or embedded within a
pseudocleft (3b), where it was assumed to be nonprominent.
3a.

It was the lead paint that annoyed the safety inspector.
It flaked/ ⴱgrimaced

3b.

The one whom the lead paint annoyed was the safety
inspector. It flaked/ ⴱgrimaced.

Foraker and McElree observed significantly higher asymptotic
accuracy when the antecedent of the pronoun was clefted, but there
was no evidence that the clefted NP was processed (i.e., identified
and integrated) more quickly than its nonclefted counterpart. They
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concluded that prominence increases the strength (or activation) of
an antecedent representation in memory, which in turn boosts the
probability that the antecedent will be successfully retrieved. This
conclusion was based on memory research demonstrating that
increased asymptotic accuracy is associated with the strength of a
memory representation (e.g., Dosher, 1979; Wickelgren, Corbett,
& Dosher, 1980). Thus, in this study, prominence affected the
availability of NP antecedents for retrieval, but no evidence for
effects on the accessibility of NP antecedents was found.
The conclusions in Foraker and McElree (2007) rely on the
critical assumption that the cognitive prominence of the antecedent
NPs differed across conditions. However, we suggest that this may
not have been the case. There is considerable evidence that clefted
NPs are cognitively prominent due to contrastive focus (Kiss,
1998; see also Chafe, 1976). Thus, the clefted NPs—lead paint in
(3a) and safety inspector in (3b)—should be prominent due to
focus. The lead paint was assumed to be nonprominent in (3b)
because it was not clefted and was therefore not focused. However,
there is reason to believe that even though the lead paint was not
focused in (3b), it may still have been prominent because it was
interpreted as the topic of the sentence. There is evidence suggesting that topical information is afforded prominence during coreferential processing (Anderson, Garrod, & Sanford, 1983; Clifton &
Ferreira, 1987; Cowles, Walenski, & Kluender, 2007; see also
Grosz et al., 1995; Gundel, 1999). Crucially, topic and discourse
focus are in complementary distribution in cleft sentences: that is,
an NP that is not clefted, such as lead paint in (3b), must be the
topic (or part of the topic; Cowles et al., 2007; Krifka, 2008). Thus,
in Foraker and McElree’s SAT study, it is possible that both
critical NPs enjoyed some degree of cognitive prominence, one
due to clefting and one due to topichood. This is also consistent
with proposals that acknowledge multiple mechanisms for conferring prominence within a discourse, with some gaining prominence because of information structure, and others due to structural
or syntactic methods of focusing information (Greene et al., 1992;
Grosz et al., 1995; Rigalleau et al., 2004). Consequently, although
Foraker and McElree clearly demonstrate that a contrastively focused NP is processed at the same speed as a topic NP, we believe
they did not clearly assess the difference between prominent and
nonprominent NPs.
Evaluating potential effects of prominence on speed during
pronoun resolution requires a manipulation that unambiguously
places only a single NP in a cognitively prominent position. To
achieve this, we manipulated whether an antecedent NP (the bouquet) was the topic of a context sentence as a way of determining
its cognitive prominence. To make the antecedent NP a topic, we
placed it in main subject position, as in (4a). To remove its topic
status, we embedded the NP within a relative clause (RC), attached
to the main subject, as in (4b). Importantly, unlike in Foraker and
McElree (2007), topic and focus were not in a trading relation in
our design.
4a.

The bouquet that the widow received that morning
rested by the graves.

4b.

The widow that the bouquet was received by rested
beside the graves.

3

In (4a), participants should analyze the antecedent NP bouquet
as the topic, whereas widow should be the topic in (4b). These NPs
appear in the main subject position, which is the default topic
position in English (Givón, 1983; Grosz et al., 1995; Gundel et al.,
1993; Lambrecht, 1994; Reinhart, 1982), and which is often used
to connote topicality in experimental work (e.g., Fletcher, 1984;
Lesgold, Roth, & Curtis, 1979). Previous studies have also demonstrated that the main subject position confers benefits to an
antecedent during anaphor resolution (e.g., Gernsbacher & Hargreaves, 1988; Gordon et al., 1993; Stevenson, Crawley, & Kleinman, 1994). In contrast, the antecedent NP bouquet should not be
highly prominent in (4b), as it is not the main subject, it occupies
an RC-internal subject position typically reserved for backgrounded information (Grosz et al., 1995; Lambrecht, 1994), and
there is no other reason to suppose that it bears focus. Our goal was
to use the design in (4) to reassess whether prominence impacts the
availability and accessibility of an antecedent NP during pronoun
resolution.

Method
Participants
Twenty-four participants were recruited from the greater New
Haven community. All participants were native English speakers
that were enrolled in, or recently graduated from, a 4-year college
or university. Data from four participants were excluded from
further analysis because these participants failed to reach a minimum standard for accuracy in at least one experimental condition
(see below for details). Data from one other participant were
removed due to nonmonotonic response profiles. Analyses were
conducted on data from the remaining 19 participants (mean age ⫽
21.8; 13 females). The study was approved by the Yale University
Human Investigation Committee.

Materials
We created 32 sets of experimental items following the design
illustrated in Table 1. The full list of items is available in the
appendix. Experimental items were two-sentence passages, which
crossed the factors prominence and sentence type. The first sentence of the two sentence passages always contained a critical
inanimate NP (e.g., the bouquet in Table 1). Prominence determined the position of the antecedent NP. In prominent conditions
the antecedent NP was the main subject of the first sentence. In
nonprominent conditions the antecedent NP was the subject of a
RC that was attached to the main subject, making it unlikely that
it would be treated as a topic.
Sentence type had two levels: pronoun condition and control
condition. In pronoun conditions, the main verb in the second
sentence took the pronoun it as its object. In these conditions
participants needed to establish coreference between the pronoun
and the critical NP, which was its antecedent. Control conditions
were identical to the pronoun conditions except that the critical
object pronoun was replaced by a full, noncoreferential NP. Given
the absence of an anaphor, there was no opportunity to establish
coreference in the control conditions.
The SAT analyses (described further below) are based on d=
calculations, which control for response bias. Hence, we created
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Table 1
Example Materials from the Experiment
Condition
Test conditions
Prominent–acceptable
Nonprominent–acceptable
Prominent–unacceptable
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Nonprominent–unacceptable
Control conditions
Prominent–acceptable
Nonprominent–acceptable
Prominent–unacceptable
Nonprominent–unacceptable

Sentence 1

Sentence 2

The bouquet/ that/ the widow/ received/ that morning/
rested/ quietly/ beside/ the graves.
The widow/ that/ the bouquet/ was/ received by/
rested/ quietly/ beside/ the graves.
The bouquet/ that/ the widow/ received/ that morning/
rested/ quietly/ beside/ the graves.
The widow/ that/ the bouquet/ was/ received by/
rested/ quietly/ beside/ the graves.

After/ the lengthy/ eulogies,/
watered/ it tenderly.
After/ the lengthy/ eulogies,/
watered/ it tenderly.
After/ the lengthy/ eulogies,/
comforted/ it tenderly.
After/ the lengthy/ eulogies,/
comforted/ it tenderly.

the funeral director/

The bouquet/ that/ the widow/ received/ that morning/
rested/ quietly/ beside/ the graves.
The widow/ that/ the bouquet/ was/ received by/
rested/ quietly/ beside/ the graves.
The bouquet/ that/ the widow/ received/ that morning/
rested/ quietly/ beside/ the graves.
The widow/ that/ the bouquet/ was/ received by/
rested/ quietly/ beside/ the graves.

After/ the lengthy/ eulogies,/ the funeral
comforted/ the mourners/tenderly.
After/ the lengthy/ eulogies,/ the funeral
comforted/ the mourners/tenderly.
After/ the lengthy/ eulogies,/ the funeral
watered/ the mourners/tenderly.
After/ the lengthy/ eulogies,/ the funeral
watered/ the mourners/tenderly.

the funeral director/
the funeral director/
the funeral director/
director/
director/
director/
director/

Note. Phrase boundaries for presentation are indicated by slash marks. The antecedent NP in pronoun conditions is in bold type. Underlined text indicates
sentence-final critical region.

both an acceptable and an unacceptable version of each experimental item. Acceptability was determined on the basis of the
semantic fit between the main verb and its object in the second
sentence. In control conditions, this entailed evaluating the semantic fit between the verb and the full NP in the second sentence.
Determining an item’s acceptability in pronoun conditions required evaluating the fit between the verb and the referent of the
critical pronoun: the antecedent NP. In acceptable pronoun sentences the verb could take the antecedent NP as an object (e.g.,
watered the bouquet), but the verb could not take the antecedent
NP as an object in unacceptable sentences (e.g., #comforted the
bouquet). The acceptability of a test sentence could not be determined on the basis of the collocation of the verb and the pronoun:
All verbs could, in principle, take objects that could be referred to
using the pronoun it. Thus, participants’ ability to accept or reject
test sentences was crucially predicated on their establishing coreference between the antecedent NP and the pronoun. Control conditions were designed so that the acceptability of verb-object
pairings in the second sentence was counterbalanced within item
sets. Verbs that led to unacceptability when paired with a pronoun
(comforted it) were paired with an appropriate object in control
conditions (comforted the mourners) and vice versa. This counterbalancing eliminated the possibility that participants could reliably
anticipate the acceptability of an item in advance of the postverbal
region.
In all conditions (including foils and fillers described below),
the critical response period was the final phrase (underlined in
Table 1). In test sentences, the final phrase consisted of the
pronoun and an adverbial modifier. Thus, participants were forced
to make a judgment about the sentence at the point where the final
verb was integrated with the coreferential pronoun. As the referent
of the pronoun determined whether the sentence was acceptable or
not, participants’ responses coincided with the point of anomaly
detection. We chose not to include the verb in the critical region so
that the critical region was identical across all pronoun conditions
within an item. In control conditions, the final phrase consisted

solely of the adverbial phrase without the noncoreferential object
NP. As we discuss below, this entails that judgments in the control
condition were slightly delayed relative to the point in the sentence
where the acceptable/unacceptable decision could be made.
We constructed four test lists. Each test list contained two
conditions from every item set for a total of 64 test trials per list.
Care was taken in constructing the lists so that participants could
not predict the acceptability of one condition in the list based on
the acceptability of the other. Test lists also contained 102 additional filler sentences of varying length and complexity.

Procedure
We used the MR-SAT of the SAT procedure (McElree, 1993;
Wickelgren et al., 1980; for psycholinguistic applications, see
Foraker & McElree, 2007; Johns et al., 2015; Van Dyke & Mc
Elree, 2011). As in previous SAT studies, participants read sentences that were presented phrase-by-phrase in RSVP format, at a
rate of 350 ms/phrase. A series of 17 response tones (100 ms in
duration, 1,000 Hz) began 300 ms prior to the onset of the final
critical phrase and continued every 350 ms over a 5,950 ms
response interval throughout which the critical phrase remained on
the screen. This ensured responses throughout the entire time
course of processing, from before antecedent retrieval until well
after its integration with its verb. Test materials were randomized
within a session and presented on a personal computer running
E-prime (Schneider, Eschman, & Zuccolotto, 2002), which recorded button presses and response latencies. Before each trial,
participants saw a screen that reminded them which keys corresponded to an acceptable and an unacceptable judgment.
Participants pressed either of the response keys to begin presentation of the next item. When the tones began just prior to the
critical region, they were instructed to press both response keys
simultaneously (indicating uncertainty about the sentences’ acceptability prior to reading the critical phrase), and then to indicate
their acceptability judgment by continuing to press one of the two
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response keys in synchrony with the remaining tones. Participants
were encouraged to make their judgment as rapidly as possible and
were told that they could switch their judgment over the course of
the response interval if their decision about the item changed.
Participants completed a 30-min practice session on their first
day of participation. At the beginning of the training phase, participants were familiarized with the acceptability judgments that
they would be asked to make in the experiment. Participants first
used paper and pencil to judge the acceptability of practice sentences, some of which had simple agreement errors or missing
constituents, and some of which were similar in structure to our
test items and fillers. Participants received verbal feedback on
whether their answers were correct. Immediately after this, they
received training in how to respond in the SAT paradigm. This
session trained them to (a) respond initially with both keys followed by eliminating responses on the dispreferred key once their
decision was made; (b) respond in time to the 17 tones; and (c)
change responses over the course of the trial if desired. After the
training session, participants took a short break and then completed
their first test session. Participants were given regular breaks over
the course of this and subsequent experimental sessions; during
some of these breaks participants completed unrelated behavioral
tasks for another study.

Data Analysis
We computed average response accuracy at each response point
using a standard d= measure ((d=) ⫽ z(hits) – z(false alarms)),
where z(.) is the inverse normal function.1 A hit was defined as an
“acceptable” response to an acceptable item, whereas a false alarm
was an “acceptable” response to an implausible item. Accuracy in
each acceptable condition was scaled against its corresponding unacceptable condition to create a discriminative d= score (MacMillan &
Creelman, 2004). Participants whose asymptotic accuracy indicated
near-chance performance on at least one experimental condition (i.e.,
d= ⬍ 1) were excluded. We calculated lag-latency by adding the
average response time at each response tone to the latency of that
tone. We plotted discriminative d= accuracy as a function of
lag-latency in each condition and fit this response curve to a
3-parameter (, ␤, ␦) exponential approach to a limit using the
equation in (5). The three parameters determine distinct properties
of the response curve:  determines the asymptote of the curve and
provides an estimate of participants’ maximum discrimination
accuracy when given sufficient processing time; ␤ describes the
rate of rise in accuracy from the intercept ␦, where accuracy
initially deviates from zero (i.e., chance).
d⬘ ⫽ (1 ⫺ e⫺(␤(t⫺␦))) for t ⬎ ␦, otherwise 0
Together, the rate and intercept parameter determine the overall
temporal dynamics of processing. We were primarily concerned
with testing whether there were reliable differences in the speed
dynamics and we had no specific hypotheses about whether differences would manifest in rate or intercept.
Our analysis of the data employed a hierarchical model selection
procedure commonly used in SAT studies, including almost all
previous investigations of linguistic processes (e.g., Foraker &
McElree, 2007; Johns et al., 2015; Martin & McElree, 2008, 2009;
McElree, 2000; McElree et al., 2003; Van Dyke & McElree,
2011). The procedure is anchored by an analysis of the asymptotes

5

from the participants’ behavioral responses using mixed linear
models implemented by lme4 (Bates, Maechler, Bolker, & Walker,
2015) in the R statistical computing environment (R Core Team,
2016). All models included by-subject random intercepts. This
analysis provides an important empirical analog for the subsequent
analyses of the estimated asymptote parameter(s), which determines the number of unique asymptotes to include in the SAT
model. Thus, following the empirical analysis, we consider the
parameter estimates for a series of models of participants’ response
functions, beginning with the asymptote parameter, and then proceeding to the dynamics parameters (rate, intercept, speed composite). First, a “null” model (1-1␤-1␦), in which all conditions
are assigned the same parameter values, is fit to both the individual
participant data and the average group data. Parameters are added
iteratively until additions no longer improve model fit. The best
fitting model for both each participant and the averaged data is
determined according to two criteria: goodness-of-fit, and consistency of model fit across participants. We employed two goodnessof-fit measures: (a) the adjusted R2, which measures the proportion
of variance accounted for by the model after adjusting for its
number of free parameters (e.g., McElree & Dosher, 1993); and (b)
the Akaike information criterion (AIC; Akaike, 1974), a selection
measure that takes into account both traditional goodness-of-fit
and model complexity. For the adjusted R2 statistic, higher values
indicate that a model closely fits the data. The opposite is true for
the AIC statistic, such that models with lower AIC values are
preferred. Although adjusted R2 is frequently assessed in published
SAT studies, the AIC is not. However, the AIC provides an
additional metric for model selection, and if both adjusted R2 and
AIC concur, this constitutes converging evidence for a particular
model (Liu & Smith, 2009).
Parameter estimates were obtained using the mrsat package
(Matsuki et al., in preparation) implemented in R.2 The mrsat
package identified the best-fitting model for each d= series by
executing a fitting function that applies four different optimization
algorithms 10 times each, with starting parameter values chosen at
random for each run. The four algorithms were (a) an iterative
hill-climbing algorithm (Reed, 1976) akin to STEPIT (Chandler,
1969), implemented using the acp function; (b) a limited memory
Broyden-Fletcher-Goldfarb-Shanno algorithm with box constraints (Byrd, Lu, Nocedal, & Zhu, 1995), implemented by the
optim function; (c) a box-constrained optimization algorithm based
on PORT routines developed at Bell Labs (Fox, Hall, & Schryer,
1978), implemented by nlminb; and (d) an unconstrained optimization algorithm based on a Newton-type method implemented in
the nlm function (Dennis & Schnabel, 1983; Schnabel, Koontz, &
Weiss, 1985). The package compares the resulting parameter sets
from each of the 40 runs, and selects the parameter set that best fits
the data.

1
Speed-accuracy tradeoff analyses are typically conducted on d= measures, to avoid possible distortions of the shape of the functions caused by
response biases. To verify that our results were not particular to the d=
transform, we performed analogous fits on the proportion correct and false
alarm data. The results show the same effects found in the d= analyses.
2
Available at GitHub (https://github.com/matsukik). Contact matsukik@
gmail.com for details.
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Empirical Asymptote Data
SAT analyses typically begin with assessing potential differences in asymptotic accuracy, based on the average of the last four
behavioral responses per condition. By considering the stable portion
of the response curve, this procedure provides an empirical, datadriven anchor for subsequent modeling of the dynamics of the entire
response function. Thus, we averaged d=s for each participant’s last
four behavioral responses per condition (see Table 2). Although all
conditions are presented together in Table 2, we analyze pronoun and
control conditions separately, as the decision processes in the two
comparisons are different and the two sets of conditions are not
expected to share variance.
We observed a significant effect of prominence on accuracy in
both pronoun and control conditions. Average accuracy was higher
in pronoun-prominent condition than in the nonprominent-pronoun
conditions (t ⫽ 7.10, p ⬍ .001; average d= difference ⫽ 0.91, 95%
confidence interval [CI] [0.63, 1.120]). Similarly, average accuracy in the control-prominent condition was higher than in its
non-prominent counterpart, (t ⫽ 2.53, p ⫽ .021), though the
numeric difference was smaller than between pronoun conditions
(average d= difference ⫽ 0.39, 95% CI [0.01, 0.77]). These results
suggest that, in our subsequent modeling analysis, data for both
types of sentence will be best fit by a model with two asymptote
parameters (2). Thus, we next followed a stepwise hierarchical
modeling procedure, beginning by determining the optimal number of asymptote parameters for the data.

both the average and individual participant data for both Pronoun
and Control conditions. We then assessed whether a 2-1␤-1␦
model better fit the data in each.
Hierarchical asymptote modeling confirmed the results of our
analysis of the empirical d= values, showing that two-asymptote
models were warranted for both pronoun and control conditions. In
pronoun conditions the two-asymptote model better fit the average
data (adjusted R2 ⫽ 0.6743 v. 0.9939, see Table 3 for more
details). A paired t test on the estimated asymptote values confirmed that  was significantly higher in the pronoun-prominent
condition than in the pronoun-nonprominent condition (t ⫽ 7.04,
p ⬍ .001). A two-asymptote model was also a better fit for the
control conditions (adjusted R2 ⫽ 0.9544 vs. 0.9983), and estimated  was also significantly higher in the control-prominent
condition than in the control-nonprominent condition, t ⫽ 2.50,
p ⫽ .022. This pattern of results corresponds exactly to the
observed effects of prominence in the initial analysis of the empirical d= responses.

Hierarchical Dynamics Modeling
The second step of the hierarchical model selection procedure
determined the optimal number of unique rate (␤) and intercept (␦)
parameters. For both pronoun and control conditions we compared
three models of increased complexity to the baseline 2-1␤-1␦
model: a model with an extra rate parameter (2-2␤-1␦), a model
with an additional intercept parameter (2-1␤-2␦), and a model in
which both rate and intercept varied independently (2-2␤-2␦).3
Table 3 provides a quantitative summary of the full procedure.

Hierarchical Asymptote () Modeling

Pronoun Sentences

We began by fitting a 1-1␤-1␦ model, reflecting the null
hypothesis that there are no differences between conditions, to

Estimated rates from individual Participant 2-2␤-1␦ model fits
were significantly faster in the prominent condition than in the
nonprominent condition (B ⫽ ⫺0.84 (.33); t ⫽ 2.54; p ⫽ .021).4
Similarly, estimated intercepts from individual 2-1␤-2␦ model
fits were significantly earlier in the prominent condition than in the
nonprominent condition (B ⫽ 0.122 (.05); t ⫽ 2.34; p ⫽ .031).
Although the 2-2␤-2␦ model exhibited the largest improvement
over the 2-1␤-1␦ model on adjusted R2 and 13 on AIC, neither
individual rates nor intercepts were significantly different (t ⬍ 1
for both comparisons) in this model. This likely reflects the tradeoff between rate and intercept parameters known to occur in
saturated models (for discussion, see, e.g., Liu & Smith, 2009).
We believe that the most conservative interpretation of these
results favors the 2-2␤-1␦ model (detailed in Table 4, depicted in

Table 2
Empirical d= Values for Individual Participants and the
Averaged Data
Model

Pronoun
prominent

Pronoun
nonprominent

Control
prominent

Control
nonprominent

Average
S1
S2
S3
S4
S5
S6
S7
S8
S9
S10
S11
S12
S13
S14
S15
S16
S17
S18
S19

2.63
3.06
2.45
2.34
2.81
3.56
2.79
1.61
2.43
2.63
2.85
2.68
2.51
2.04
2.57
2.37
2.64
3.14
3.01
2.58

1.72
1.61
2.21
1.36
2.69
1.32
1.45
1.92
1.11
2.14
1.38
1.90
1.85
1.01
1.72
1.62
1.46
2.16
2.20
1.53

3.13
2.62
3.40
3.14
3.69
3.23
3.41
2.02
3.14
2.45
2.64
3.34
4.42
3.01
2.88
3.80
3.12
3.77
2.21
3.21

2.74
1.66
2.83
1.78
3.14
2.64
3.20
2.35
2.39
3.27
2.10
2.90
2.90
3.93
2.95
2.75
2.54
3.42
2.74
2.64

Note. Values represent the mean accuracy over the last four response
times.

3
Models reported in this section had asymptotes that were determined
by the mrsat fitting function. Analyses were also run with corresponding
fixed-asymptote models—models in which the asymptote parameter values
for each condition were constrained to the empirical d= values for each
condition—to minimize the likelihood that the dynamics differences that
we observe are due to a parameter trade-off. The pattern of results in this
analysis was identical.
4
Closer inspection of the estimated parameters in the 2-2␤-1␦ model
revealed that the model for one participant (S15) had an extreme rate
estimate in the pronoun-prominent condition. Because exclusion of this
participant’s data did not affect the pattern of results— estimated rates were
still significantly higher in the pronoun-prominent condition than in the
pronoun-nonprominent condition (t ⫽ 2.36)—we retained this participant
in our analysis in the interests of power.

Null model (no differences
between conditions)
Separate asymptotes:
prominent vs.
Nonprominent
Separate rates: prominent vs.
nonprominent
Separate intercepts:
prominent vs.
nonprominent
Separate rates and intercepts:
prominent vs.
nonprominent

1-1-1

.9981

.9979

.9981

.9981

.9545

.9989

.9980

.9986

.9939

.6743

Adjusted R2
average model

13

11

16

18

—

16

14

15

18

—

Subjects
improved

(⫺.001, .075)

(⫺.003, .062)

(ⴚ.005, .217)

(⫺.105, .639)

(⫺.005, .151)
(⫺.044, .012)
(⫺.165, ⫺.010)

⫺.005
⫺.019

(⫺.056, .474)

.019

.117

Control conditions
—

.013

.011

.021

—

Individual subject R2
change (min, max)

Pronoun conditions
—

.307

—

Mean R2
change

⫺105.21

⫺104.29

12

10

13

⫺106.42

13

⫺121.25

18

12

⫺105.12

⫺106.27

13

ⴚ115.68

—

18

⫺73.89

⫹18.40

—

Subjects
improved

⫹36.93

AIC average
model

⫺6.63

⫹1.20

⫺7.01

⫺26.54

—

⫺9.26

⫺4.07

ⴚ8.07

⫺51.32

—

Mean AIC
change

(⫹3.99, ⫺39.21)

(⫹8.13, ⫺4.16)

(⫹2.00, ⫺35.16)

(⫹11.11, ⫺85.94)

—

(⫹2.04, ⫺39.70)

(⫹2.00, ⫺27.00)

(ⴙ2.70, ⴚ36.74)

(⫹13.70, ⫺111.54)

—

Individual subject AIC
change (min, max)

Note. The dashed line separates the models considered during hierarchical asymptote modeling from the models considering during hierarchical dynamics modeling. Adjusted R2 and Akaike
information criteria (AIC) values for the average model are presented alongside summaries of the by-participant modeling results. The number of individual subjects whose model improved over the
appropriate base model on both adjusted R2 and AIC and the range of changes is reported. Improvements reported for the 2-1-1 are evaluated against the 1-1-1 model, whereas all other models were
compared against the 2-1-1. The final models are in bold type.

2-2-2

2-1-2

2-2-1

2-1-1

2-2-2

2-1-2

2-2-1

2-1-1

Null model (no differences
between conditions)
Separate asymptotes:
prominent vs.
nonprominent
Separate rates: prominent
vs. nonprominent
Separate intercepts:
prominent vs.
nonprominent
Separate rates and intercepts:
prominent vs.
nonprominent

Explanation

1-1-1

Model
-␤-␦

Table 3
Summary of Hierarchical Model Selection for d= Values in Pronoun and Control Conditions
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Table 4
Parameter Values From the 2-2␤-1␦ Model for Pronoun Conditions, by-Participant Averaged Data and Individual Participants
Model

Adj. R2

AIC

Prominent asymptote

Nonprominent asymptote

Prominent rate

Nonprominent rate

Intercept

Avg
S1
S2
S3
S4
S5
S6
S7
S8
S9
S10
S11
S12
S13
S14
S15
S16
S17
S18
S19

.9987
.9100
.9741
.9747
.9454
.9206
.9759
.9917
.9596
.9806
.9571
.9668
.9703
.9317
.9798
.9575
.9782
.9625
.9740
.9873

⫺115.7
7.0
⫺27.0
⫺22.0
⫺1.6
⫺3.9
⫺42.0
⫺75.0
⫺22.0
⫺36.0
⫺9.7
⫺21.0
⫺29.0
⫺22.0
⫺31.0
3.5
⫺32.0
⫺29.0
⫺18.0
⫺34.0

2.65
3.05
2.51
2.39
2.85
3.62
2.80
1.61
2.50
2.64
2.96
2.68
2.52
2.04
2.59
2.31
2.60
3.07
2.54
3.19

1.78
1.65
2.18
1.40
2.71
1.21
1.52
1.92
1.07
2.13
1.42
1.86
1.84
1.01
1.69
1.65
1.49
2.23
1.52
2.19

1.25
1.55
1.32
1.00
1.43
.87
2.56
4.11
1.16
2.18
.78
1.36
4.62
2.31
1.14
12.00
2.22
1.45
1.61
.79

.88
1.21
1.56
.87
1.17
1.69
.88
.84
.90
.92
.93
1.46
1.42
1.69
1.61
7.25
1.23
1.27
.80
.71

.48
.93
1.65
.46
.57
.64
.39
.59
.35
.64
.70
.62
.65
.57
.41
.59
.53
.64
.40
.26

Note. AIC ⫽ Akaike information criteria The bolded row represents one participant whose rate parameters were overestimated by the model fitting
procedure. The results of the analysis did not change when this participant was excluded.

Figure 1A) as the best fitting model for pronoun conditions. This
model provides a better fit of the average data than the 2-1␤-2␦
model according to both adjusted R2 and AIC. In addition, the
2-2␤-1␦ model provided a better fit for a greater number of
individual participants than did the 2-1␤-2␦ model. Although the
goodness-of-fit statistics for the average data slightly favor the
2-2␤-2␦ over the 2-2␤-1␦ model, our analysis offered no statistical support for the additional dynamics parameters in the more
complex model. Therefore, the 2-2␤-1␦ model is the most parsimonious and statistically robust for these data. (Once again, we
note that our conclusions do not ultimately depend on whether the

second speed parameter manifests on either rate or intercept, but
on the evidence that an extra speed parameter is warranted at all.)

Control Sentences
We fit the average data and individual participants’ data to the
three more complex models described above and compared them
to the base 2-1␤-1␦ model. In contrast to the pronoun conditions,
none of the more complex models offered consistent improvement
over the baseline 2-1␤-1␦ model for the average data, either on
adjusted R2 or AIC. Rather, the more complex models were either

Figure 1. Averaged d= values by condition and response time, as well as the smoothed curves that represent
the best fitting model of the average data the for pronoun and control conditions.
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equivalent or slightly worse than the baseline model, suggesting
that their additional parameters were not warranted. At the participant level, additional dynamics parameters improved fits for some
individual models, but the direction of speed effects was inconsistent across participants. Paired t tests confirmed that neither estimated rates nor intercepts differed reliably across conditions for
any model (t ⬍ 1 for all comparisons). Thus, because there is no
support for including additional dynamics differences between
control conditions, the 2-1␤-1␦ model best fits these data (detailed in Table 5, depicted in Figure 1B).
Before moving on, we wish to acknowledge one final difference
between the pronoun and control conditions: Intercepts for the
control conditions were much earlier than those for pronoun conditions, suggesting that participants were able to determine
whether control items were acceptable or not more quickly than
they were able to make a judgment in the pronoun conditions. This
likely reflects, at least in part, the fact that participants made their
well-formedness judgments at different points in pronoun and
control conditions. In pronoun conditions, participants gave a
response immediately upon seeing the object of the verb (the
pronoun), so the plotted function in Figure 1A provides a window
of processing from the earliest stages of anomaly detection. However, in control conditions participants made their decisions one
word after the object (the full NP), giving them an extra 300 ms of
processing time before having to make their decision. Although
this effectively adds a constant to the response time in both
conditions, it does not impact the critical effect of prominence
because participants could assess the plausibility of both control
conditions equally easily by simply evaluating the relation between adjacent constituents (comforted/ ⴱwatered the mourners).

General Discussion
Our study was designed to assess whether an antecedent NP’s
cognitive prominence affects its availability and accessibility dur-

9

ing pronoun resolution. The MR-SAT paradigm allows separate
assessments of processing speed and probability of retrieval (i.e.,
accuracy). Our manipulation of prominence allowed us to test
whether the retrieval of a target antecedent was more accurate
when it was prominent and whether processing of the coreferential
dependency was faster when the antecedent was prominent. This
contrast allowed us to test the opposing predictions of two different accounts of antecedent retrieval, prominence-insensitive models and prominence-sensitive models, both of which predict that
prominence should affect availability, but diverge as to whether
prominence should impact accessibility. Prominence-insensitive
models predict that an antecedent that matches gender and number
features with a pronoun should be accessed at the same speed,
regardless of prominence, because prominence is not counted as a
retrieval cue. In contrast, prominence-sensitive accounts suggest
that more prominent NPs are processed more quickly than those
that are not. Our results clearly support the latter view.
Regarding availability, we observed the expected effect of
prominence, with retrieval of prominent NPs being more accurate
on average than retrieval of nonprominent NPs. This suggests that
prominent NPs have higher baseline activation in memory (Nairne,
1990), a conclusion that aligns with that of Foraker and McElree
(2007). It should be noted that we did observe some accuracy
differences that cannot be attributed to antecedent availability’s
effect on retrieval: Participants were also more accurate in the
control-prominent condition relative to its nonprominent counterpart. This difference cannot stem from pronoun resolution, because
participants did not need to process a pronoun in control conditions. We suggest that this may relate to the processing of the RC
in the first sentence. In our materials, the RC attached to the main
subject was a nonsubject RC. In prominent conditions, the head of
the RC was inanimate, whereas it was animate in nonprominent
conditions. Previous studies have shown that participants have
more difficulty processing the former RC type than the latter

Table 5
Parameter Values From the 2-2␤-1␦ Model for Control Conditions, by-Participant Averaged
Data and Individual Participants
Model

Adjusted R2

AIC

Prominent asymptote

Nonprominent asymptote

Rate

Intercept

Avg
S1
S2
S3
S4
S5
S6
S7
S8
S9
S10
S11
S12
S13
S14
S15
S16
S17
S18
S19

.9981
.9571
.9564
.9062
.9462
.9533
.9531
.7723
.9701
.9513
.9446
.9047
.9286
.9172
.9420
.9039
.9583
.9773
.9871
.9580

⫺106.3
⫺18.0
⫺17.0
2.8
⫺7.2
⫺4.0
⫺17.0
36.0
⫺10.0
⫺4.2
⫺12.0
14.0
⫺4.1
⫺15.0
⫺4.5
1.8
⫺2.5
⫺29.0
⫺22.0
⫺15.0

3.11
2.61
3.38
3.13
3.69
3.29
3.40
2.00
3.16
2.54
2.68
3.32
4.43
3.01
2.87
3.83
3.12
2.21
3.23
3.77

2.76
1.64
2.83
1.83
3.13
2.61
3.21
2.36
2.33
3.24
2.12
2.91
2.91
4.01
2.97
2.75
2.53
2.82
2.64
3.42

1.50
1.54
1.84
1.54
2.33
2.05
3.27
1.53
1.43
1.29
1.10
2.48
1.69
1.16
1.68
3.33
3.45
1.49
3.00
2.47

.30
.82
1.61
.35
.53
.28
.38
.34
.32
.33
.58
.31
.28
.18
.37
.32
.58
.46
.38
.25

Note.

AIC ⫽ Akaike information criteria.
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(Gennari & MacDonald, 2008; Traxler, Morris, & Seely, 2002;
Traxler, Williams, Blozis, & Morris, 2005). Thus, the reduced
accuracy associated with processing nonprominent sentences can
be partially attributed to the added cost of processing the RC.
However, this animacy effect does not fully explain the asymptotic
differences between pronoun conditions, as there is a substantial
residual d= difference between pronoun conditions even after the
difference between control conditions is subtracted out (0.91–
0.40 ⫽ 0.51). This difference, we believe, reflects the effect on
activation associated with NP prominence.
We also observed that antecedent prominence does appear to
affect accessibility: in the pronoun conditions, faster processing
rates were observed with prominent antecedents than embedded,
nonprominent antecedents. In contrast, no reliable speed differences emerged between structurally matched control conditions in
which processing did not require a coreferential relation to be
resolved. This result is inconsistent with the findings in Foraker
and McElree (2007), who found no support for the idea that
prominence conferred any advantage in processing speed. We
propose that this disparity reflects the fact that the two studies
differ in how prominence was achieved across their experimental
conditions. As discussed above, Foraker and McElree’s materials
simultaneously invoked two different means of conferring prominence: syntactic position and information structure (“topichood”).
Because of this, both their clefted and nonclefted NPs may have
been prominent. Thus, Foraker and McElree’s results show only
that two types of prominence (e.g., focus and topic) do not differentially affect processing speed— but do not speak to potential
processing differences elicited by prominent and nonprominent
antecedents.5
The difference in rate could have arisen for a number of distinct
reasons, each with distinct theoretical implications. On one interpretation, the difference in rate between the pronoun-prominent
and the pronoun-nonprominent condition could reflect differences
in retrieval latencies: the process of retrieving a prominent antecedent from memory could simply take less time than retrieval of
a nonprominent antecedent. Certain models of retrieval in sentence
processing would allow retrieval latencies to vary as a function of
cue-match between a pronoun and its antecedent (e.g., the ACT-R
parser of Lewis & Vasishth, 2005). Thus, if prominence is used as
a cue during retrieval, this could result in the rate difference we
observed. We note that the conclusion that rate differences reflect
differences in the speed of the retrieval process itself is, however,
at odds with other parsing models that assume that a single,
time-invariant retrieval mechanism subserves the construction of
diverse linguistic dependencies in sentence comprehension. Such a
model has been motivated largely by the absence of dynamics
differences in SAT studies of filler-gap processing (e.g., Johns et
al., 2015; McElree et al., 2003) and ellipsis resolution (Martin &
McElree, 2008, 2009). However, SAT studies from the recognition
memory literature suggest that retrieval speed can be modulated
when order information must be considered (e.g., McElree &
Dosher, 1993). Given that pronominal dependencies are subject to
a number of position-based constraints that do not apply to the
other dependency types discussed above (Chomsky, 1982; Chow,
Lewis, & Phillips, 2014; Lee & Williams, 2008), we consider it an
open question whether the same time-invariance is a characteristic
of antecedent retrieval during anaphor resolution (see Dillon et al.,
2014).

Speed differences can also be modeled without positing differences in retrieval latency. Popular models of pronoun resolution
offer two avenues for explanation. One interpretation holds that
speed differences follow from an architecture in which retrieval is
not necessary for identifying a prominent antecedent but is necessary to identify a nonprominent antecedent. The alternative interpretation is that speed differences reflect processes associated with
reanalysis. We consider each of these explanations and comment
on their plausibility against the backdrop of current conceptions of
the memory architecture underlying incremental sentence processing.
Some prominence sensitive models assume that the parser actively
maintains prominent antecedent NPs in a special memory store,
alternatively called discourse focus or attentional focus (among other
things), whereas nonprominent antecedents are passively represented
outside attentional focus (Greene et al., 1992; Gundel, 1999; Myers &
O’Brien, 1998; Rigalleau & Caplan, 2000; Rigalleau et al., 2004).
Items in the focus of attention are assumed to be immediately accessible for processing with no need for retrieval, whereas accessing
items outside of focus involves retrieval, which incurs a temporal cost.
Thus, under this account, prominent antecedents are identified and
processed more quickly than nonprominent antecedents because
prominent antecedents need not be retrieved for processing to begin.
Such models are popular among many experimental psycholinguists
and formal linguists, but contemporary models of memory suggest
that they may not be theoretically viable. Specifically, although readers can (and do) actively maintain information, there is considerable
evidence that the capacity of focal attention is extremely limited,
perhaps only to a single item (Cowan, 1995; Jonides et al., 2008;
McElree, 1998, 2001, 2006; McElree & Dosher, 2001). For the main
subject from the first sentence in our stimuli to occupy focal attention
at the time when the pronoun was encountered in the second sentence,
the reader would have had to maintain the subject NP across the entire
first sentence and most of the second sentence. This is unlikely given
that prior work also shows that the processing of a single clause-sized
constituent is sufficient to displace the contents of focal attention
(Johns et al., 2015; McElree et al., 2003). As such, this kind of active
maintenance would only be possible if the parser has distinct attentional foci for storing chunks corresponding distinct linguistic levels
of representation (e.g., discourse and syntactic foci; for an implementation of this idea, see Lewis & Vasishth, 2005), for which we know
of no independent evidence.6
5
It is also possible that the effects in Foraker and McElree (2007) do not
offer a clear picture of the dynamics of antecedent access due to an
additional confound. The acceptability of test sentences was determined by
an animacy manipulation between the pronoun and the following verb (He
grimaced/It flaked vs. ⴱIt grimaced/ ⴱHe flaked). This manipulation makes
it possible for participants to judge sentence acceptability without needing
to establish pronoun-antecedent relations. Thus, acceptability could reflect
collocational or bigram frequency of the pronoun and the verb, rather than
a decision that required resolution of the pronoun.
6
There are task-specific circumstances under which such distant items
may be maintained in focal attention: the task must specifically encourage
participants’ “chunking” the distant information with the current information that is under active processing (McElree, 1998), or to explicitly
maintain the distant information (McElree, 2001, 2006). These findings
come from memory paradigms, rather than from language processing, and,
as such, their connection to studies of linguistic operations has not been
assessed.
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Rate effects could also be driven by reanalysis. According to
this possibility, in the pronoun–nonprominent condition, initial
antecedent retrieval would erroneously retrieve the first-mentioned
subject NP instead of the nonprominent target antecedent. Resolution would subsequently fail, prompting an additional attempt to
retrieve the correct antecedent. This would result in longer processing time before coreference was established. Explanations of
this sort have been offered for rate differences in the processing of
other dependencies that require reanalysis (Bornkessel, McElree,
Schlesewsky, & Friederici, 2004; Martin & McElree, 2018).
Some prominence sensitive models assume that reanalysis is
required because initial antecedent retrieval is biased toward retrieving a prominent NP even when that NP does not match the
morphological features of the pronoun. This bias can be achieved
in different ways: Under well-known models such as discourse
prominence theory (Gordon & Hendrick, 1997) and centering
theory (Grosz et al., 1995) previously seen NPs are stored in a
dynamically updated list, ranked in order of prominence. Retrieval
then involves sequential consideration of candidate antecedents in
order of prominence: Readers first attempt to resolve a pronoun by
linking it with the most prominently ranked NP in the list, irrespective of that NP’s morphological features. Less prominent NPs
are only considered after a more prominent NP is rejected as a
suitable antecedent. Thus, slower rates would arise under these
theories due to a reanalysis-triggered serial search procedure. In
light of evidence for the limited capacity of active memory (see
above), these models do not seem viable if they assume that the
prominence-ranked list is actively maintained. However, we note
that sequential consideration can, in principle, be implemented in
a system that stores all prior NPs outside of the focus of attention,
requiring the retrieval of both prominent and nonprominent NPs
alike.7
Bias toward retrieving a mismatching prominent NP over a
matching nonprominent NP is also possible under contentaddressable models where prominence and agreement features are
probabilistic cues that are differentially weighted and applied
simultaneously during the retrieval of an antecedent. Cueweighting schemes have been proposed to account for retrieval
preferences in thematic processing (Van Dyke & McElree, 2011),
agreement (e.g., Dillon, Mishler, Slogett, & Phillips, 2013) and, to
a lesser extent, pronominal processing (Cunnings, Patterson, &
Felser, 2014). A speed advantage for prominent NPs could be
achieved if prominence cues were weighted more heavily than
agreement cues. In our pronoun-nonprominent condition, where
retrieval must ‘choose’ between a prominent nonmatching NP on
the one hand, and a nonprominent matching NP on the other,
differential cue weighting would mean that retrieval would more
often opt for the prominent NP first. On such trials, reretrieval
would be triggered. However, the nature of probabilistic retrieval
would ensure that the nonprominent NP would still be retrieved
first on some proportion of trials. As a result, the reduced rate in
our nonprominent condition would reflect an average over a
(smaller) number of trials in which the matching nonprominent
antecedent was successfully retrieved initially and a larger number
of trials where initial retrieval failed and additional retrievals were
necessary.
It should be acknowledged that models that attempt to exploit
‘discourse prominence’ cues must provide an explanation of how
such cues are encoded and updated during incremental processing.
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Cue-based systems typically employ inherently static features to
encode objects in memory. Feature values are set at encoding time
and are usually thought to remain fixed. Inherent features, such as
lexical gender or number, are easily accommodated by such a
system, because an NP’s lexical features rarely change as parsing
progresses. However, encoding notions of discourse prominence
requires more work from such a system, because an NP’s (or
referent’s) prominence can and often does change across the run of
a discourse. To accurately track the dynamic nature of discourse
structure, features that represent prominence rank or concepts like
topic or focus would have to be updated on a dynamic basis (e.g.,
whenever a new NP was introduced, or the discourse signaled a
shift in relative prominence). It is possible to implement such
dynamic updating through sequences of retrieval and featureoverwriting. If NP1 bore a [topic] feature, for example, introducing
a new topic would necessitate the retrieval of NP1 so that its topic
feature could be overwritten. Dynamic cue-updating of this sort
has been proposed for encoding other variable features relevant to
anaphor resolution and quantifier scope, such as c-command (for
extended discussion, see Kush, 2013; Kush, Lidz, & Phillips,
2015). This kind of dynamic updating can be implemented in
cue-based parsing systems, but predictions of such models have
yet to be assessed.

Conclusion
In this article we used the MR-SAT procedure to test how
antecedent prominence affects retrieval accuracy and processing
speed during pronoun interpretation. We found evidence that
prominence affected both accuracy and speed. Previous research
has suggested that prominence can affect retrieval accuracy, but
our results are the first to show unambiguous effects on speed of
processing. Competing implementations of prominence sensitivity
exist, but we favor the probabilistic cue model, as it appears most
consistent with known constraints related to focus of attention, and
the prior evidence in favor of cue-based retrieval in contentaddressable memory (e.g., Martin & McElree, 2009, 2011, 2018;
McElree et al., 2003; Van Dyke & McElree, 2011). Specifically,
we favor an interpretation of our speed effects according to which
longer average processing times for nonprominent antecedents
reflect a mixture of trials in which participants fail to retrieve the
correct antecedent first and must reretrieve, and trials where they
successfully retrieve the nonprominent antecedent on the first
attempt. However, future investigation is required to both test this
possibility and to clearly distinguish among possible models of
prominence-sensitive pronoun resolution.
7
For example, within cue-based retrieval models (e.g., Lewis, Vasishth,
& Van Dyke, 2006), it is possible to envision an encoding system that
recapitulated prominence rankings using a series of (dynamically updated)
prominence cues. Within such a system, sequential consideration would
proceed as follows: Reading a pronoun would trigger a retrieval using a cue
that diagnostically identified the most prominent NP in memory (e.g.
[prominence-rank:1]), ignoring gender or number features. If that retrieval
failed to yield an appropriate antecedent, the parser could retrieve again,
cuing for the next NP in the prominence hierarchy (e.g. [prominence-rank:
2]), and so on. Thus, successful retrieval time for a NP with prominence
rank n would scale with the time it took to complete n retrievals.
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Appendix
Experimental Items
Item

Condition

Sentence

1

Pro-NonP

1

Pro-Prom

1

Con-NonP

1

Con-Prom

2

Pro-NonP

2

Pro-Prom

2

Con-NonP

2

Con-Prom

3

Pro-NonP

3

Pro-Prom

3

Con-NonP

3

Con-Prom

The administrator / that / the report / really / annoyed / proved / to be / controversial / at meetings. / As a / direct /
result, / the teachers / {read | ⴱreached} / it carefully. /
The report / that / the administrator / was / annoyed by / proved / to be / controversial / at meetings. / As a / direct
/ result, / the teachers / {read | ⴱreached} / it carefully. /
The administrator / that / the report / really / annoyed / proved / to be / controversial / at meetings. / As a / direct /
result, / the teachers / {reached | ⴱread} / the coffee / carefully. /
The report / that / the administrator / was / annoyed by / proved / to be / controversial / at meetings. / As a / direct
/ result, / the teachers / {reached | ⴱread} / a conclusion / carefully. /
The fireman / that / the fire / had / frightened / had / been / spotted / through / the windows. / Before / help /
arrived, / the family / {escaped | ⴱclimbed} / it in time. /
The fire / that / the fireman / was / frightened by / had / been / spotted / through / the windows. / Before / help /
arrived, / the family / {escaped | ⴱclimbed} / it in time. /
The fireman / that / the fire / had / frightened / had / been / spotted / through / the windows. / Before / help /
arrived, / the family / {climbed | ⴱescaped} / the window / in a panic. /
The fire / that / the fireman / was / frightened by / had / been / spotted / through / the windows. / Before / help /
arrived, / the family / {climbed | ⴱescaped} / the fire escape / in a panic. /
The climber / that / the rope / was / supporting / was / anchored / to some / sturdy / logs. / When no one / was /
looking, / a rival / {snipped | ⴱcreated} / it intentionally. /
The rope / that / the climber / was / supported by / was / anchored / to some / sturdy / logs. / When no one / was /
looking, / a rival / {snipped | ⴱcreated} / it intentionally. /
The climber / that / the rope / was / supporting / was / anchored / to some / sturdy / logs. / When no one / was /
looking, / a rival / {created | ⴱsnipped} / a distraction / maliciously. /
The rope / that / the climber / was / supported by / was / anchored / to some / sturdy / logs. / When no one / was /
looking, / a rival / {created | ⴱsnipped} / a distraction / maliciously. /
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The defendant / that / the tape / was / recorded by / was / admitted / only / after / a lot of / questions. / Before /
hearing / witnesses, / the judge / {rewound | ⴱreduced} / it quickly. /
The tape / that / the defendant / had / recorded / was / admitted / only / after / a lot of / questions. / Before /
hearing / witnesses, / the judge / {rewound | ⴱreduced} / it quickly. /
The defendant / that / the tape / was / recorded by / was / admitted / only / after / a lot of / questions. / Before /
hearing / witnesses, / the judge / {reduced | ⴱrewound} / the sentence / unexpectedly.
The tape / that / the defendant / had / recorded / was / admitted / only / after / a lot of / questions. / Before /
hearing / witnesses, / the judge / {reduced | ⴱrewound} / the sentence / unexpectedly.
The boyfriend / that / the ring / was / purchased by / seemed / very / popular / at parties. / Since / getting /
engaged, / the woman / {polished | ⴱpolled} / it constantly. /
The ring / that / the boyfriend / had / purchased / seemed / very / popular / at parties. / Since / getting / engaged, /
the woman / {polished | ⴱpolled} / it constantly. /
The boyfriend / that / the ring / was / purchased by / seemed / very / popular / at parties. / Since / getting /
engaged, / the woman / {polled | ⴱpolished) / friends / to guess the price. /
The ring / that / the boyfriend / had / purchased / seemed / very / popular / at parties. / Since / getting / engaged, /
the woman / {polled | ⴱpolished) / friends / to guess the price. /
The miller / that / the flour / had / come from / was / highly / regarded / in many / culinary / schools. / Whenever
/ preparing / baked goods, / the baker / {sifted | scolded} / it personally. /
The flour / that / the miller / had / inspected / was / highly / regarded / in many / culinary / schools. / Whenever /
preparing / baked goods, / the baker / {sifted | scolded} / it personally. /
The miller / that / the flour / had / come from / was / highly / regarded / in many / culinary / schools. / Whenever
/ preparing / baked goods, / the baker / {scolded | ⴱsifted} / anyone / that wasted ingredients.
The flour / that / the miller / had / inspected / was / highly / regarded / in many / culinary / schools. / Whenever /
preparing / baked goods, / the baker / {scolded | ⴱsifted} / anyone / that wasted ingredients.
The librarian / that / the bookcase / was / dusted off by / stood / in front of / the moving / trucks. / Some time /
during / transport, / the movers / {dropped | ⴱdrove} / it accidentally. /
The bookcase / that / the librarian / dusted off / first / stood / in front of / the moving / trucks. / Some time /
during / transport, / the movers / {dropped | ⴱdrove} / it accidentally. /
The librarian / that / the bookcase / was / dusted off by / stood / in front of / the moving / trucks. / Some time /
during / transport, / the movers / {drove | ⴱdropped} / the truck / cautiously. /
The bookcase / that / the librarian / dusted off / first / stood / in front of / the moving / trucks. / Some time /
during / transport, / the movers / {drove | ⴱdropped} / the truck / cautiously. /
The dictator / that / the banner / depicted / faithfully / was / greeted / with / enthusiastic / cheers. / From / the
packed / bleachers, / the onlookers / {saluted | ⴱsounded} / it proudly. /
The banner / that / the dictator / was / depicted on / was / greeted / with / enthusiastic / cheers. / From / the
packed / bleachers, / the onlookers / {saluted | ⴱsounded} / it proudly. /
The dictator / that / the banner / depicted / faithfully / was / greeted / with / enthusiastic / cheers. / From / the
packed / bleachers, / the onlookers / {sounded | ⴱsaluted} / the hands / proudly. /
The banner / that / the dictator / was / depicted on / was / greeted / with / enthusiastic / cheers. / From / the
packed / bleachers, / the onlookers / {sounded | ⴱsaluted} / the horns / proudly. /
The geisha / that / the tea / was / poured by / was / respected / throughout / the provinces. / During / formal /
ceremonies, / traditionalists / {sipped | ⴱslapped} / it happily. /
The tea / that / the geisha / poured / ceremoniously / was / respected / throughout / the provinces. / During /
formal / ceremonies, / traditionalists / {sipped | ⴱslapped} / it happily. /
The geisha / that / the tea / was / poured by / was / respected / throughout / the provinces. / During / formal /
ceremonies, / traditionalists / {slapped | ⴱsipped} / anyone / that was disrespectful. /
The tea / that / the geisha / poured / ceremoniously / was / respected / throughout / the provinces. / During /
formal / ceremonies, / traditionalists / {slapped | ⴱsipped} / anyone / that was disrespectful. /
The congresswoman / that / the file / was / sent / was / subpoenaed by / various / ethics / committees. / Following
/ secret / deliberations, / the aide / {shredded | ⴱemptied} / it completely. /
The file / that / the congresswoman / was / sent / was / subpoenaed by / various / ethics / committees. / Following
/ secret / deliberations, / the aide / {shredded | ⴱemptied} / it completely. /
The congresswoman / that / the file / was / sent / was / subpoenaed by / various / ethics / committees. / Following
/ secret / deliberations, / the aide / {emptied | ⴱshredded} / the filing cabinet / completely. /
The file / that / the congresswoman / was / sent / was / subpoenaed by / various / ethics / committees. / Following
/ secret / deliberations, / the aide / {emptied | ⴱshredded} / the filing cabinet / completely. /
The widow / that / the bouquet / was / received by / rested / quietly / beside / the graves. / After / the lengthy /
eulogies, / the funeral director / {watered | ⴱcomforted} / it tenderly. /
The bouquet / that / the widow / received / that morning / rested / quietly / beside / the graves. / After / the
lengthy / eulogies, / the funeral director / {watered | ⴱcomforted} / it tenderly. /
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The widow / that / the bouquet / was / received by / rested / quietly / beside / the graves. / After / the lengthy /
eulogies, / the funeral director / {comforted | ⴱwatered} / the mourners / tenderly. /
The bouquet / that / the widow / received / that morning / rested / quietly / beside / the graves. / After / the
lengthy / eulogies, / the funeral director / {comforted | ⴱwatered} / the mourners / tenderly. /
The instructor / that / the clay sculpture / was / molded by / had / received / complements / during / studio / hours.
/ Much to / everyone’s / horror, / a student / {fired | ⴱflooded} / it improperly. /
The clay sculpture / that / the instructor / had / molded / had / received / complements / during / studio / hours. /
Much to / everyone’s / horror, / a student / {fired | ⴱflooded} / it improperly. /
The instructor / that / the clay sculpture / was / molded by / had / received / complements / during / studio / hours.
/ Much to / everyone’s / horror, / a student / {flooded | ⴱfired} / the studio / with copies.
The clay sculpture / that / the instructor / had / molded / had / received / complements / during / studio / hours. /
Much to / everyone’s / horror, / a student / {flooded | ⴱfired} / the studio / with copies.
The vendor / that / the coffee / was / promoted by / was / really / popular / in the / hip cafes. / While / making /
the orders, / the trainee / {ground | ⴱgreeted} / it cheerily. /
The coffee / that / the vendor / had / promoted / was / really / popular / in the / hip cafes. / While / making / the
orders, / the trainee / {ground | ⴱgreeted} / it cheerily. /
The vendor / that / the coffee / was / promoted by / was / really / popular / in the / hip cafes. / While / making /
the orders, / the trainee / {greeted | ⴱground} / the regulars / cheerily. /
The coffee / that / the vendor / had / promoted / was / really / popular / in the / hip cafes. / While / making / the
orders, / the trainee / {greeted | ⴱground} / the regulars / cheerily. /
The technician / that / the monkey / had grown / to trust / was / being / recorded by / the infra-red / cameras. /
After / checking / the readings, / the technician / {dissected | ⴱwrote} / it promptly. /
The monkey / that / the technician / had grown / to love / was / being / recorded by / the infra-red / cameras. /
After / checking / the readings, / the technician / {dissected | ⴱwrote} / it promptly. /
The technician / that / the monkey / had grown / to trust / was / being / recorded by / the infra-red / cameras. /
After / checking / the readings, / the technician / {wrote | ⴱdissected} / the results / down. /
The monkey / that / the technician / had grown / to love / was / being / recorded by / the infra-red / cameras. /
After / checking / the readings, / the technician / {wrote | ⴱdissected} / the results / down. /
The contestants / that / the tiara / captivated / so much / appeared / in pageant / magazines. / During / the
individual / performances, / the old winner / {wore | ⴱwalked} / it gracefully. /
The tiara / that / the contestants / were / captivated by / appeared / in pageant / magazines. / During / the
individual / performances, / the old winner / {wore | ⴱwalked} / it gracefully. /
The contestants / that / the tiara / captivated / so much / appeared / in pageant / magazines. / During / the
individual / performances, / the old winner / {walked | ⴱwore} / the aisles / gracefully. /
The tiara / that / the contestants / were / captivated by / appeared / in pageant / magazines. / During / the
individual / performances, / the old winner / {walked | ⴱwore} / the aisles / gracefully. /
The debutante / that / the champagne / made / very / tipsy / was / served / underneath / the chandeliers. / When /
the socialites / entered, / the servers / {spilled | ⴱshattered} / it clumsily. /
The champagne / that / the debutante / got / tipsy / from / was / served / underneath / the chandeliers. / When / the
socialites / entered, / the servers / {spilled | ⴱshattered} / it clumsily. /
The debutante / that / the champagne / made / very / tipsy / was / served / underneath / the chandeliers. / When /
the socialites / entered, / the servers / {shattered | ⴱspilled} / the cork / clumsily. /
The champagne / that / the debutante / got / tipsy / from / was / served / underneath / the chandeliers. / When / the
socialites / entered, / the servers / {shattered | ⴱspilled} / the bottle / clumsily. /
The decorator / that / the table / had / inspired / was / featured on / a few / design blogs. / While / testing / new
ideas, / the owner / {lacquered | ⴱlanded} / it heavily. /
The table / that / the decorator / was / inspired by / was / featured on / a few / design blogs. / While / testing /
new ideas, / the owner / {lacquered | ⴱlanded} / it heavily. /
The decorator / that / the table / had / inspired / was / featured on / a few / design blogs. / While / testing / new
ideas, / the owner / {landed | ⴱlacquered} / the curtains / heavily. /
The table / that / the decorator / was / inspired by / was / featured on / a few / design blogs. / While / testing /
new ideas, / the owner / {landed | ⴱlacquered} / on a design / finally. /
The family / that / the alarm / had / awoken / could be / heard / through / the walls. / After / a few / minutes, / the
daughter / {silenced | ⴱstretched} / it slowly. /
The alarm / that / the family / was / awakened by / could be / heard / through / the walls. / After / a few /
minutes, / the daughter / {silenced | ⴱstretched} / it slowly. /
The family / that / the alarm / had / awoken / could be / heard / through / the walls. / After / a few / minutes, / the
daughter / {stretched | ⴱsilenced} / her arms / slowly. /
The alarm / that / the family / was / awakened by / could be / heard / through / the walls. / After / a few /
minutes, / the daughter / {stretched | ⴱsilenced} / her arms / slowly. /
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The surveyor / that / the map / was / created by / seemed to / promise / easy / passage / through / the mountains. /
After / finding / no trails, / the explorers / {ripped | ⴱroped) / it up angrily. /
The map / that / the surveyor / had / created / seemed to / promise / easy / passage / through / the mountains. /
After / finding / no trails, / the explorers / {ripped | ⴱroped) / it off angrily. /
The surveyor / that / the map / was / created by / seemed to / promise / easy / passage / through / the mountains. /
After / finding / no trails, / the explorers / {roped | ⴱripped} / the area / up angrily.
The map / that / the surveyor / had / created / seemed to / promise / easy / passage / through / the mountains. /
After / finding / no trails, / the explorers / {roped | ⴱripped} / the area / off angrily.
The salesgirl / that / the perfume / smelled / good to / got / positioned / next to / the display / cases. / When /
promotions were / announced, / employees / {sprayed | ⴱspread} / it freely. /
The perfume / that / the salesgirl / smelled / a lot / got / positioned / next to / the display / cases. / When /
promotions were / announced, / employees / {sprayed | ⴱspread} / it freely. /
The salesgirl / that / the perfume / smelled / good to / got / positioned / next to / the display / cases. / When /
promotions were / announced, / employees / {spread | ⴱsprayed} / the news / freely. /
The perfume / that / the salesgirl / smelled / a lot / got / positioned / next to / the display / cases. / When /
promotions were / announced, / employees / {spread | ⴱsprayed} / the news / freely. /
The janitor / that / the trashcan / was / emptied out by / usually / sat / outside / the cubicles. / Before / the
morning / meetings, / the office workers / {filled | ⴱtossed} / it up fast. /
The trashcan / that / the janitor / had / emptied out / usually / sat / outside / the cubicles. / Before / the morning /
meetings, / the office workers / {filled | ⴱtossed} / it out fast. /
The janitor / that / the trashcan / was / emptied out by / usually / sat / outside / the cubicles. / Before / the
morning / meetings, / the office workers / {tossed | ⴱfilled} / trash / out fast. /
The trashcan / that / the janitor / had / emptied out / usually / sat / outside / the cubicles. / Before / the morning /
meetings, / the office workers / {tossed | ⴱfilled} / trash / out fast. /
The salesman / that / the advertisement / really / annoyed / displayed / some of / the most / popular cars. / While /
mulling over / options, / the customers / {read | ⴱdrove} / it again. /
The advertisement / that / the salesman / was / annoyed by / displayed / some of / the most / popular cars. / While
/ mulling over / options, / the customers / {read | ⴱdrove} / it again. /
The salesman / that / the advertisement / really / annoyed / displayed / some of / the most / popular cars. / While /
mulling over / options, / the customers / {drove | ⴱread} / another car / for fun. /
The advertisement / that / the salesman / was / annoyed by / displayed / some of / the most / popular cars. / While
/ mulling over / options, / the customers / {drove | ⴱread} / another car / for fun. /
The designer / that / the dress / had / displeased / was / ridiculed / widely / in contemporary / fashion circles. /
Shortly / before / fashion week, / the seamstress / {hemmed | ⴱhired} / it last minute. /
The dress / that / the designer / was / displeased by / was / ridiculed / widely / in contemporary / fashion circles. /
Shortly / before / fashion week, / the seamstress / {hemmed | ⴱhired} / it last minute. /
The designer / that / the dress / had / displeased / was / ridiculed / widely / in contemporary / fashion circles. /
Shortly / before / fashion week, / the seamstress / {hired | ⴱhemmed} / an assistant / last minute. /
The dress / that / the designer / was / displeased by / was / ridiculed / widely / in contemporary / fashion circles. /
Shortly / before / fashion week, / the seamstress / {hired | ⴱhemmed} / an assistant / last minute. /
The chef / that / the knife / was / wielded by / had / been / awarded / with / prestigious / medals. / Before / every /
new meal, / the assistant / {sharpened |ⴱshaved} / it well. /
The knife / that / the chef / wielded / gracefully / had / been / awarded / with / prestigious / medals. / Before /
every / new meal, / the assistant / {sharpened |ⴱshaved} / it well. /
The chef / that / the knife / was / wielded by / had / been / awarded / with / prestigious / medals. / Before / every /
new meal, / the assistant / {shaved | ⴱsharpened} / the cheese / thinly.
The knife / that / the chef / wielded / gracefully / had / been / awarded / with / prestigious / medals. / Before /
every / new meal, / the assistant / {shaved | ⴱsharpened} / the cheese / thinly.
The roadie / that / the cord / was / repaired by / was / lying / next to / the expensive / amplifiers. / After /
inspecting / the equipment, / the guitarist / {coiled | ⴱcalled} / it tightly. /
The cord / that / the roadie / was / repairing / was / lying / next to / the expensive / amplifiers. / After / inspecting
/ the equipment, / the guitarist / {coiled | ⴱcalled} / it tightly. /
The roadie / that / the cord / was / repaired by / was / lying / next to / the expensive / amplifiers. / After /
inspecting / the equipment, / the guitarist / {called | ⴱcoiled} / the guy / over. /
The cord / that / the roadie / was / repairing / was / lying / next to / the expensive / amplifiers. / After / inspecting
/ the equipment, / the guitarist / {called | ⴱcoiled} / the guy / over. /
The scoutmaster / that / the tent / was / unpacked by / rested / casually / around / the firepits. / After / a few /
hours, / the scouts / {erected | ⴱextinguished} / it quickly. /
The tent / that / the scoutmaster / had / unpacked / rested / casually / around / the firepits. / After / a few / hours, /
the scouts / {erected | ⴱextinguished} / it quickly. /
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The scoutmaster / that / the tent / was / unpacked by / rested / casually / around / the firepits. / After / a few /
hours, / the scouts / {extinguished | ⴱerected} / the coals / quickly. /
The tent / that / the scoutmaster / had / unpacked / rested / casually / around / the firepits. / After / a few / hours, /
the scouts / {extinguished | ⴱerected} / the coals / quickly. /
The lady / that / the baby / loved / dearly / looked / expectantly / towards / the bottles. / Before / anyone / asked, /
the nursemaids / {bathed | ⴱboiled} / it slowly. /
The baby / that / the lady / loved / dearly / looked / expectantly / towards / the bottles. / Before / anyone / asked, /
the nursemaids / {bathed | ⴱboiled} / it slowly. /
The lady / that / the baby / loved / dearly / looked / expectantly / towards / the bottles. / Before / anyone / asked, /
the nursemaids / {boiled | ⴱbathed} / the milk / slowly. /
The baby / that / the lady / loved / dearly / looked / expectantly / towards / the bottles. / Before / anyone / asked, /
the nursemaids / {boiled | ⴱbathed} / the milk / slowly. /
The butler / that / the tablecloth / was / folded by / had / fallen / between / the tables. / During / the hurried /
preparations, / a maid / {wrinkled | ⴱchipped} / it accidentally. /
The tablecloth / that / the butler / had / folded / had / fallen / between / the tables. / During / the hurried /
preparations, / a maid / {wrinkled | ⴱchipped} / it accidentally. /
The butler / that / the tablecloth / was / folded by / had / fallen / between / the tables. / During / the hurried /
preparations, / a maid / {chipped | ⴱwrinkled} / the table / accidentally. /
The tablecloth / that / the butler / had / folded / had / fallen / between / the tables. / During / the hurried /
preparations, / a maid / {chipped | ⴱwrinkled} / the table / accidentally. /
The linebacker / that / the helmet / fit / rather / poorly / was / examined / after / the savage / collisions. / After /
conferring with / the trainers, / the coach / {tightened | ⴱencouraged} / it again. /
The helmet / that / the linebacker / fit / into / poorly / was / examined / after / the savage / collisions. / After /
conferring with / the trainers, / the coach / {tightened | ⴱencouraged} / it again. /
The linebacker / that / the helmet / fit / rather / poorly / was / examined / after / the savage / collisions. / After /
conferring with / the trainers, / the coach / {encouraged | ⴱtightened} / the player / enthusiastically.
The helmet / that / the linebacker / fit / into / poorly / was / examined / after / the savage / collisions. / After /
conferring with / the trainers, / the coach / {encouraged | ⴱtightened} / the player / enthusiastically.
The safari guide / that / the cheetah / was / followed by / loped / past / the idling / jeeps. / Arriving / late in / the
day, / the stragglers / {scared | ⴱscanned} / it off. /
The cheetah / that / the safari guide / was / following / loped / past / the idling / jeeps. / Arriving / late in / the
day, / the stragglers / {scared | ⴱscanned} / it off. /
The safari guide / that / the cheetah / was / followed by / loped / past / the idling / jeeps. / Arriving / late in / the
day, / the stragglers / {scanned | ⴱscared} / the horizon / for animals. /
The cheetah / that / the safari guide / was / following / loped / past / the idling / jeeps. / Arriving / late in / the
day, / the stragglers / {scanned | ⴱscared} / the horizon / for animals. /
The hunter / that / the spear / was / fashioned by / was / crucial / for hunting / various animals. / Stumbling / on /
some rocks, / a boy / {snapped | ⴱkilled} / it by mistake. /
The spear / that / the hunter / had / fashioned / was / crucial / for hunting / various animals. / Stumbling / on /
some rocks, / a boy / {snapped | ⴱkilled} / it by mistake. /
The hunter / that / the spear / was / fashioned by / was / crucial / for hunting / various animals. / Stumbling / on /
some rocks, / a boy / {killed | ⴱsnapped} / a rabbit / unexpectedly. /
The spear / that / the hunter / had / fashioned / was / crucial / for hunting / various animals. / Stumbling / on /
some rocks, / a boy / {killed | ⴱsnapped} / a rabbit / unexpectedly. /
The farmer / that / the tractor / belonged to / stayed / inside / when / not in / the fields. / Around / planting / time,
/ the farmhands / {oiled | ⴱtilled} / it well. /
The tractor / that / the farmer / bought / stayed / inside / when / not in / the fields. / Around / planting / time, / the
farmhands / {oiled | ⴱtilled} / it well. /
The farmer / that / the tractor / belonged to / stayed / inside / when / not in / the fields. / Around / planting / time,
/ the farmhands / {tilled | ⴱoiled} / the field / quickly. /
The tractor / that / the farmer / bought / stayed / inside / when / not in / the fields. / Around / planting / time, / the
farmhands / {tilled | ⴱoiled} / the field / quickly. /

Note. Pro ⫽ prominent; NonP ⫽ nonpromient; Con ⫽ control. Items from the SAT experiment are provided. Acceptable and unacceptable sentences are
paired, with unacceptable versions marked with an asterisk. Regions for phrase-by-phrase presentation are marked with slashes. The final region for each
item was always the last phrase.
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